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First organization, address in English

Name SURNAME, Name SURNAME (if necessary) – bold text

Second organization, address in English

*Corresponding author. E-mail: mail@author.co
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**TITLE OF THE ARTICLE IN ENGLISH – 13-POINTS, BOLD TEXT, ALIGN TEXT LEFT, CAPITALIZED**

**Summary.** Summary text in English. The text should justified. The right and left spaces from the page margins are equal 1 cm. First-line indent of this paragraph: 0,25 cm. Title of summary should be bold. The summary should include information about scientific achievements of the article.

---

**1. INTRODUCTION**

Authors should carefully read this instruction, review procedure, editorial policy, license policy and when sending the article in the cover letter should write that agree with the provisions of instruction.

Articles published in this journal should contain new original materials and information. Responsibility for use of photos and drawings in the sent materials of articles lays on authors.

Authors of publications in journal do not get honorarium and also agree with the publication of articles in the printing version of the journal and also in the internet - version.

Article submission is free of charges. According to the decision of the Ministry of Science and Higher Education now Polish universities can’t financed the publishing of journals. In connection with this the editorial board made only possible decision to shift the burden of financing on the authors. Currently, the cost of publication of one article in the journal is 210 EUR. Payment shall be subject only to articles, which positively passed the review process.

---

**2. CHAPTER TITLE, BOLD TEXT, ALIGN TEXT LEFT, CAPITALIZED**

Present instruction is an example of an article text. The article should be prepared in Word text editor. Wherever where no special indications, Times New Roman 11-points font is obligatory. Single line spacing. First-line indent of each paragraph: 0,5 cm. Symbols #11# determine blank lines of a given height.

The article should include from 6 to 12 pages of text together with figures, tables and literature. An even number of pages is preferred.

Basic text may be written in English.

Document formatting: A4 Document, all margins: 2,5 cm.

Headlines. For the first page as it is shown in the example, but the number of journal, the volume, issue and the years of publishing will be specified by publisher. On the left of even pages – page number, on the right – authors (in the format: Name Initials. Surname, etc.). On the left of odd pages – title of the article (shortened version allowed), on the right – page number. For present instruction page numbering is exemplary. Final numbering will be specified by publisher.
Decimal numbering should be used for the paragraph’s titles, figures, equations and tables, as well as literature positions. Continuous numbering. Placing in the text of an article appropriate references to the bibliographic positions presented at the end is advisable. Literature references should be specified in square brackets, e.g. [2,8-10].

The text of an article should be divided onto chapters and subsections –2 space lines 11 pt. before each chapter, 1 space line 11 pt. after each chapter; subsection titles –1 space line 11 pt. before each subsection, after each subsection 1 space line 11 pt.

It is advised to use chapter numbering (1., 2.) and subsections as two-levels, i.e. 1.1, 1.2, 2.1.

Every article must contain conclusion or summary at the end and literature list afterwards.

The article is ended with the sentence containing the date of receiving the text to the publisher and the date of revised form acceptation. The concreted dates will be written by publisher.

Publisher may insert separate departure from the advised rules (e.g. other than advised spaces between title and the text) in case of publishing need. The same might be applied to authors, but it should earlier be consulted with the publisher.

Text of the article and cover letter should be sent to: TransportProblems@polsl.pl or Aleksander.Sladkowski@polsl.pl. In case of any additional doubts please contact directly Aleksander.Sladkowski@polsl.pl.

2.1. Subsection title, bold text

For building equations Microsoft Equation Editor is being used. Basic font: Times New Roman, 12 pt, italic formatting. Number of equation with a straight font. Example of an equation:

\[ C = q_p \cdot \int_{t=0}^{\infty} f(t) \cdot \alpha(t) \, dt \]  

3. TABLES, FIGURES

Every table should have its own title. Horizontal test direction is preferred. Using vertical text direction will be acceptable exceptionally for large tables. In this case the table will be positioned on a separate page.

Tables and figures numbering must me continuous and one-level.

An example of table building is shown below for Tab. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exterior diameter [m]</th>
<th>below 24</th>
<th>from 24 to 30</th>
<th>above 30 to 36</th>
<th>above 36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical gap [s]</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Graphics

Images’ graphic must be compatible with the Word program requirements. Figures should represent a grey-scale image. The quality of an image should be sufficient when it is readable.

There is a possibility of printing separate figures on color inserts but this need to be specially considerate with the publisher.

The figure description in the text should be preceded with this figure and should be sufficient for its correct understanding. There should be titles placed under the figure.
Figure subtitle is in both languages below. Font: 10 pt., align text left, single space lines. An example of figure and its subtitles are shown in Fig. 1. The figures may also be presented in several parts, i.e. a, b, c… In this case all the parts must be inserted on the same page and have one subtitle with explanation according to individual part of the picture.

Implementation of GPS in small, medium and large transportation enterprises
- Enterprises using GPS
- Enterprises not using GPS

Fig. 1. Implementation of GPS in small, medium and large transportation enterprises

4. PAYMENT CONDITIONS

There are two options:
1. Personal payment to the account of the Silesian Technical University.
2. Company payment (universities, institutes, companies). Perhaps invoicing by the editorial board. In this case, the editorial board should have the name of the company (in English), address and tax identification number, as well as fax number or e-mail for sending the scan.

Payment account:
Bank: ING Bank Śląski S.A. O Gliwice
Bank address: Sokolska 34, 40-086, Katowice, Poland
IBAN: PL 60 1050 1230 1000 0002 0211 3056
SWIFT: INGB PL PW
Account owner: Silesian University of Technology
Owner address: Akademicka 2A, 44-100 Gliwice, Poland
Always specify the purpose of the payment: „Article TP - name and surname of the first author“.

4. LITERATURE LIST

An example of building a literature list is shown below. Title of books, articles, journals should be presented in accordance with the original. In the case of publications in languages other than English,
you must add an English translation. The basic principles are consistent with the standards of ISO 690, PN-ISO 690 (Vancouver system): http://otalib.aalto.fi/en/instructions/guides/citations/bibliography/
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